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The 7 Benefits of Seasonal Marketing 
 

 

If you’ve been around internet marketing for even a short time, you’ve 

probably heard the term:  “Leaving money on the table”.   

 

This refers to not making the most of what you’ve got to sell; thinking of only 

one way to promote and sell it, instead of shaking the tree and dislodging 

those hidden apples, extra avenues of profit. 

 

There are many ways to make more money from each product you create, 

including: 

 

• Repurpose material into a different format. If the report sales are 

slowing down, try converting the information into a video - of course, 

including a fresh spin & additional thoughts since it was first created.  

• Promote it offline. There is a vast amount of people who still don't know 

it exists. 

• Promote it with a direct mail campaign. Sometimes having the 

information in their hands can make a difference in whether they buy.  

• Invite affiliates to help you sell. You should already be doing this, but if 

you not, you're losing money. Affiliates can generate a flood of new 

sales. 

• Find Joint Venture Partner. Sometimes it just takes a fresh pair of eyes 

and a new list to revitalize sales.  

 

But there’s another strategy that needs to be an accepted part of every 

online entrepreneur’s sales funnel – and that is seasonal marketing. 
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What Is Seasonal Marketing? 

 

Most likely, the answer that leaps to the minds of North Americans is taking 

advantage of holidays such as… 

 

• Valentines Day 

• St. Patrick’s Day 

• Easter 

• Halloween 

• Thanksgiving 

• Christmas  

• 4th of July 

• New Year's Day 

• Mother & Father's day 

 

Add to that: 

 

• “School’s Out” promotions 

• Back-to-school promotions 

• Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter promotions 

• Annual events; sporting, industry-related, recreational, vocational 

 

Even weather can play a part in seasonal marketing:  People who flock to buy 

ice cream in hot weather are more in the mood for hot chocolate in winter.  

You’ll sell more swimsuits in summer than winter.  And, in a minute, I’ll show 

you ways to tap into that online too. 

 

Basically, any event or trend that cycle annually can be considered a 

seasonal opportunity. 
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Not paying attention to cycles in your niche definitely comes under the 

heading of “leaving money on the table”. 

 

Not convinced? 

 

Let’s look at 7 major benefits that seasonal marketing can add to your 

efforts. Seasonal marketing… 

 

1. Induces people to buy more - if the product relates to a season 

2. Instantly gives you pre-determined themes and products 

3. Creates natural urgency – seasons are, by nature, short 

4. Makes people anxious to buy gifts they wouldn’t normally consider 

purchasing 

5. Taps into emotional buying habits based on tradition 

6. Doesn’t require much market research or inventiveness on the 

part of the marketer – the “old standards” are proven sellers 

7. Allows you to capture more subscribers for your list while they’re 

entering your seasonal contests or downloading your free seasonal 

recipes, decorating tips or craft information 

 

Let’s take a deeper look at each of these benefits & why they work.  As we 

talk about them, consider how you can make them work in your particular 

business. 
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1.  People can be counted on to buy more products   
 

We’ve already mentioned weather-based incentives, such as more swimsuits 

being sold in summer and more hot chocolate in winter.  Understanding the 

psychology of your seasonal event can position you to make triple the 

amount of money you normally would.   

 

Sometimes it’s as simple as “Weather hot, seeking cool” but don’t assume 

you can’t take advantage of conditions such as weather simply because your 

“storefront” is online and you’re selling how-to manuals in eBook form. 

 

One simply way you can tap into emotions by using seasonal graphics.  

Pictures are a great tool for triggering: 

 

• Memories 

• Emotions 

• Associations 

 

Here's a quick example of how this works. Going back to the ebook seller 

storefront, you can create a “Take it to the Beach” event to sell your 

“Summer Reading” eBook selections.  Splashes of sunny yellow and orange 

contrasted with dazzling turquoise and lots of white… A photo of a glamorous 

mom relaxing in a deck chair enjoying a good read while the kids are 

absorbed in playing nearby can aid you in suggesting that summer is a good 

time to catch up on studying and reading. 

 

You can also create variations of your products – whether physical or digital – 

geared specifically to any holiday or seasonal event. 

If you run a menu-planning business, I probably won’t have to tell you that 

holiday-themed menus loom large on everyone’s mind at that time of year.  
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Service providers can easily work in special events to show your appreciation 

and boost sales.  

 

And even if you don’t have a business that lends itself easily to seasonal 

themes, a little creativity and research can go a long way. Take a bit of time 

to look at other businesses to see how they're incorporating seasonal 

marketing into their sales strategies. 

 

2.  Gives you pre-determined themes and products 
 

People can often spend months in market research, trying to come up with 

that perfect product.  Taking advantage of a seasonal event can often 

remove this stressful component of the marketing process completely.  There 

are many tried and true “old favorites” for every event – as you’ll see if you 

visit other online storefronts in your niche area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Creates natural urgency  
 

Seasons can’t be extended.  They are, by nature, self-limiting.  Your 

customers know that the “Christmas special” won’t stay in effect when 

February rolls around:  They know that ski wax is not going to be on peoples’ 

minds in August.  You don’t have to point it out to them, either! 

 

This is a godsend for those who market seasonal promotions 

 

Amazon.com is a great place to see what people are 
buying at any given time throughout the year.  
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4.  Makes people anxious to buy gifts 
 

We know that deep-down; sales are made on an emotional basis. Oftentimes, 

the gifts purchased are…. 

 

1. More expensive than the purchaser would normally consider 

2. A product they wouldn’t normally buy for themselves 

 

Even when people are forced to compare prices and analyze their options, 

chances are the product they ultimately choose is going to be picked because 

of some emotional hook. 

 

And when it comes to loved ones and seasons such as Christmas, even 

budgetary considerations are likely to go out the window. The purchaser tells 

him or herself "It’s only once a year…" or perhaps they think "I don't get to 

see or buy for them as often as I'd like, so I want to make it extra special" 

 

5.  Taps into emotional buying habits based on tradition 
 

Nostalgia and downright sentimentality can crank the emotional component 

of buying up to the max.  This is especially true of holidays involving family. 

 

You’re often dealing with childhood memories and traditions, as people seek 

to recapture lost warmth and innocence or reconnect with family members 

they rarely see; people who have been caught up with life’s stream. 
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Holidays particularly affected by tradition and nostalgia are: 

 

• Valentine’s Day 

• St. Patrick’s Day 

• Easter 

• Halloween 

• Thanksgiving 

• Christmas 

Though other events can trigger spending too such as…  

• 4th of July 

• Mother's Day 

• Father's day 

• Birthdays 

• Anniversaries 

 

Even so deceptively small a factor as past family routines can up the 

emotional buying component.  If your family always took a certain brand of 

hot dogs to the cottage for the July 4th weekend, for example; always got ice 

creams at Weber’s (only open in summer) or if every father's day, you took 

your dad to his favorite restaurant.   

 

It’s all about associating products, emotions or habits with the season – and 

that’s definitely a tactic that all online marketers can brainstorm and use on 

their products. 
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6.  Doesn’t require much market research or inventiveness  
 

It’s pretty easy to find out what sells during a season or seasonal events.  For 

example, who can imagine Christmas without Christmas cards or Summer 

without flip-flops? 

 

Do some more brainstorming and see what people might naturally associate 

with your product.  Then take it one step further and fill the gaps even while 

you’re selling the “old favorites”:  For example, if you’re a crafter, adding a 

Christmas Tea Cozy to all those Christmas pot holders and oven mitt sets 

might give you the edge over your competitors. 

 

Another drop-dead easy way to cut down on your research time:  Browse 

major sites like Amazon.com to get a quick and comprehensive overview of 

what is seasonally “hot”. 

 

7.  You can capture more subscribers for your list  
 

Seasonal events create a natural portal for capturing subscribers.  They tend 

to show less caution in signing up when focusing on entering seasonal 

contests or downloading your free seasonal recipes, decorating tips or craft 

information. 

 

What’s more, if you’ve done a good job of providing what you want, visiting 

your site then becomes part of their holiday tradition. This is especially true if 

you keep in touch, and provide them with holiday-based coupons – “just for 

my loyal customers” – and offers. 
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Why Seasonal Marketing should always be Part of Your Sales Funnel 

 

If your product doesn’t really fit any seasonal theme, then create a Seasonal 

Promotion around it!  Position your offer so that it does tie in with the season 

in some way.  Add festive graphics reflecting the season, to further arouse 

the emotional component. 

 

For example, if you sell PLR article packs, you could have a “Christmas 

Shoppers Special”, positioning the sales of your PLR packs on 2 platforms: 

 

1. Christmas holiday related articles – a big seller in late September to 

early November 

2. “The holiday season is so busy it's hard to concentrate on writing blog 

posts.  Our PLR niche packs will help ease your burden & keep your 

readers happy.” 

 

Don’t forget to provide your affiliates with specific, holiday-themed resources 

as seasonal marketing is an especially important strategy for them. 

Take a blank calendar, if you have a spare one; or print out blank calendar 

sheets for the rest of the year.  Now sit down, mark your calendar “Seasonal 

Offers” and use fill it in, brainstorming how you can put this wonderful extra 

source of profit to work for you. 

 

Use it to plan ahead, so you’re ready, positioned to launch at the beginning of 

your seasonal event (not scrambling to catch the wave or missing the boat 

altogether). 

 

There’s no reason not to make extra money from your product – and the 7 

in-built benefits of seasonal marketing can show you the way! 
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Become our VIP Member And Get More Tips. 
Go Here! 

 

http://ebook-of-success.com/membersarea/oto�

